
UFC Copenhagen DraftKings Breakdown 

 

Light Heavyweight Corey Anderson vs. Jan Błachowicz   

Despite Reyes being competitive with Jones in last week’s main event, I believe the winner of THIS fight 

will fight Jones next for the Light Heavyweight belt, not Dominick Reyes due to a fresh contender 

challenging for the belt and the fact that both fighters featured in this bout have been doing well lately. 

From the eye test, Corey Anderson is very talented. Corey has speed, volume both in strike attempts & 

wrestling, great cardio, good mobility, and technical striking. Corey is a great round winner, but losses 

fights if his opponents can hurt him (i.e. Rua, Villante, Manuwa, and OSP). Corey also is not a power 

puncher in general, so he mainly wins fights by outworking his opponents and tiring them out over the 

duration of the respective bout length. Jan Błachowicz is an improved fighter since his first meeting with 

Corey Anderson as he may have been cut with a loss to Devin Clark but managed to go on an impressive 

winning streak against notable opponents such as Jared Cannonier and Jimi Manuwa showcasing 

offensive wrestling, BJJ pedigree, durability, and technical striking. I will say that it was hard to tell if Jan 

improved his wrestling defense from the first meeting with Anderson despite it appearing so. Jan faced 

wrestlers and grapplers such as Souza, Clark, and Rockhold, but after watching film, I still believe Jan can 

be taken down (was taken down easily by Krylov). Clark was shooting takedown attempts from very far 

away (telegraphed) and Jan was bigger than Clark so Jan had success in that bout wrestling wise. Against 

Souza and Rockhold, both fighters held Jan in the clinch for multiple minutes and did not display 

takedown technique as good of a wrestler such as Anderson has. Jan also had the fence to assist with 

defending the takedowns against Souza and Rockhold, so I am assuming Anderson can effectively take 

Jan down (multiple times). I must say after watching their first fight, Corey had a huge speed advantage, 

cardio advantage, and wrestling advantage. Jan gassed very early in the fight due to Corey’s pace and 

pressure which led to a dominant decision in Corey’s favor. The dynamic of this fight does not change all 

that much as Jan very likely needs to hurt Corey and finish him to win this fight. Jan will be the more 

technical striker while he’s fresh, but Corey is technical enough to be competitive if not outright be 

favored in the striking exchanges due to his pace and pressure. Jan is not known as a power puncher, 

but I acknowledge he can earn a TKO/KO finish here, but I do not believe it is the most likely outcome as 

Jan will likely need to do it early while fresh and while the two are in striking exchanges. As the fight 

progresses, the chances of Corey winning will go up just as they did in the first bout. I have Corey 

winning a dominant decision here if not a TKO finish late in the fight.   

 

For DK: I will have more exposure to Corey ($8,900) as I believe he is much more likely to win this bout 

and should put up a big DK score in doing so via wrestling excessively, landing a bunch of significant 

strikes, and the potential to finish the fight in the later rounds if Jan is gassed like he was the first bout 

(in a 3 round fight).  Jan ($7,300) will likely be low owned than Corey, but he has less avenues to 

scoring big DK points than some other underdog fighters on this slate.  

   

Welterweight Diego Sanchez vs. Michel Pereira  



Wow! What a fight! Diego Sanchez still has shown that despite fighting since TUF Season 1, he is still 

motivated and aggressive when it comes to fighting inside the octagon. Diego is coming off a loss to 

Michael Chiesa where he was out grappled, and a big reason why was Chiesa’s size. Pereira is also a big 

welterweight that can pose a similar threat in grappling exchanges (however I do not think he is as good 

of a grappler as Chiesa) but will likely be a bigger threat in the striking exchanges. Pereira is very fast, 

athletic, powerful, varied striker (to say the least), and a solid grappler. Pereira is a dangerous finisher, 

but I do not consider him a good round winner which is evident in his first two UFC appearance as well 

as some of his pre-UFC footage. Diego will likely need to either win rounds by being the more consistent 

aggressor or get Pereira tired (like against Connelly) & finish Pereira on the mat (like what he did versus 

Mickey Gall). Diego’s durability has held up lately and while Pereira is not generally a technical striker 

due to all of his flashy strikes I still believe Pereira has a decent chance of finishing the fight will he is 

fresh as he will be bigger than Diego, faster, more athletic, and more powerful. Tricky fight to call 

because if Pereira does not finish Diego, it will likely be competitive with Diego slightly ahead on the 

judge’s scorecards. 

 

*Pereira was mounted briefly by Connelly in his most recent fight 

 



For DK: I like both sides of this fight. Pereira ($8,500) has a decent chance of finishing the fight and is 

reasonably priced. Also, Sanchez ($7,700) will put up a solid score in a win scenario. I think Pereira has 

more DK point upside though despite the salary premium.  

  

Women's Flyweight Montana De La Rosa vs. Mara Romero Borella  

Both women specialize in grappling which makes this fight interesting especially considering I’ve seen 

each get their back taken once (Romero Borella against Santos in the image below and De La Rosa 

against Ostovich and Lee). Montana De La Rosa has a wrestling background, but it wasn’t until her most 

recent fight against Andrea Lee where she showed much better entries on her takedown attempts 

resulting in several successful takedowns landed. I trust De La Rosa has the wrestling advantage here as 

Romero Borella was taken down easily by Santos and mainly lands takedowns of her own from the body 

lock. In the striking, I believe Romero Borella is a sharper striker, but her striking is mainly to get her into 

a clinch position to land a takedown. I also believe De La Rosa is a bit more aggressive of a striker and 

more durable. I will lean towards De La Rosa, but I believe this fight will be won or lost in the wrestling 

and grappling exchanges which I am siding with De La Rosa due to her wrestling advantage.  

 

  

 

For DK: Unless De La Rosa ($8,700) gets a stoppage victory, it’s tough for me to see the winner putting 

up a big score due to both of their respective strengths neutralizing each other’s out a bit.  

Lightweight Brok Weaver vs. Kazula Vargas  



Brok Weaver will (finally) make his UFC debut this Saturday. Brok is a pressure boxer with an okay 

wrestling game and some solid BJJ. Brok struggled to get separation from the clinch against his 

opponent on DWTNCS but won the fight by defending adequately and having success in the striking 

exchanges. This matchup against Vargas is much different as Brok will have the size advantage will likely 

land takedowns on Vargas who was taken down and controlled by da Silva (who is about the same size 

as Vargas) in his UFC debut. In the striking exchanges I expect Brok to be the more effective striker as he 

will pressure, is more technical, and throws more volume. Brok should get his hand raised via decision. 

 

For DK: I like Weaver ($9,200). He should be low owned and can have a lot of success wrestling & 

grappling in this matchup. Vargas ($7,000) does not interest me on DK. 

 

 

Flyweight Rogério Bontorin vs. Ray Borg  

Another fight on this card that is a fight of the night contender. Ray Borg is a great scrambler, a solid 

wrestler, has great cardio, and has been tested against some of the very best flyweights (i.e. Demetrious 

Johnson and Jussier Formiga). Borg’s opponent Bontorin is a BJJ Black Belt that is a Brazilian national and 

state champion in BJJ which may pose a threat to Borg as Borg had his back taken by Gabriel Silva 

(twice) and Casey Kenney (his two most recent fights). Borg has solid submission defense and is a great 

scrambler, so even while Bontorin is fresh and (if) he takes Borg’s back he may not submit him. I do not 

expect either fighter to have a huge advantage striking, but I will favor Borg due to his superior striking 

technique & defense, pressure, and superior cardio. As it pertains to the wrestling, Bontorin is a power 

wrestler with not much technique as evidenced by his most recent fight against Paiva which he can use 

to take Borg down (I believe he can take Borg down), but Borg is the more technical wrestler with 

superior cardio, so I will slightly favor Borg’s wrestling. I feel like this fight will be won or lost on the mat 

and while Bontorin as shown to be a good scrambler while he’s fresh (i.e. versus Bibulatov) he has also 

shown that he cannot scramble as well as a fighter like Borg for 3 rounds, so I will favor Borg in the 

grappling department. Borg should win this fight if he does not get submitted early (he will have to 

watch out for Bontorin’s guard he has shown to be dangerous there too).  

 

For DK: I think this is a sneaky fight to target. Borg ($8,300) has scored well in the past on DK and I 

expect him to put up a good score in a winning scenario here too. Bontorin ($7,900) will likely be 

lower owned than Borg, but I think has a better chance of winning inside the distance which makes 

him an intriguing play also.  

    

Lightweight Lando Vannata vs. Yancy Medeiros   

This fight has fight of the night written all over it! Yancy Medeiros will be returning to Lightweight after 

suffering a loss to Gregor Gillespie over a year ago. I wish Yancy would tighten up his striking defense as 

he is open to being countered by not moving his head and leaving his chin up which has resulted in him 



being knocked down 7 times in the UFC thus far. I also noticed Yancy is very susceptible to leg kicks 

which Lando can utilize here as he’s shown more willingness to. Yancy’s success inside the octagon is 

contingent how much damage he administers to his opponent. Even in fights Yancy’s won (i.e. Alex 

Oliveria) he’s taken a lot of damage due to his striking defense not being adequate. Now, Lando’s 

striking defense is not much better as he’s shown willingness plenty of times to take damage too (i.e. 

versus Ferguson and Green), but Lando has shown better mobility (when he’s fresh) and has a good chin 

(never been knocked out). The method Lando wins fights is very similar to how Yancy wins his as he 

needs to do serious damage to his opponent (i.e. Makdessi) or be a superior grappler by a wide margin 

(i.e. Mariano) to win fights. Even in fights where Lando administers significant damage to his opponents, 

he struggles to win (i.e. Green, Frevola, and Teymur) as his fight I.Q. is questionable, his cardio is a 

liability, and he does not try to score points on the judges scorecards (instead hunts for the TKO/KO). 

Yancy may be able to hurt Lando due to Lando being very hittable (was hurt by Bobby Green at the very 

end of the third round) and Yancy having length and power (has earned 9 knockdowns in the UFC thus 

far), but I will lean with Lando here as he should be more mobile here (unlike against Klose and Diakase 

where he was slowed down by leg kicks), the more varied striker, the better durability, and has been 

more active recently than Yancy. 

 

For DK: It would be a disappointing for me to give that big of a breakdown and not recommend this 

fight, so, of course, I like exposure to both fighters here. This fight is not likely to go to a decision, both 

fighters are reasonably priced, and this fight should not be 70%+ owned amongst both fighters which 

makes it very intriguing. I like Lando ($8,100) more because I trust his durability more.  

 

Welterweight Tim Means vs. Daniel Rodriguez 

Daniel Rodriguez will be making his UFC debut on short notice against UFC veteran, Tim Means. 

Rodriguez’s main game plan is to brawl. Rodriguez is not as technical of a striker as Means especially 

defensively as he is open to being countered (does not move his head much). Rodriguez does have some 

grappling, but nothing I’ve seen on tape leads me to believe he can take down and submit Means as 

Rodriguez prefers to strike anyway. I feel fine siding with Means, but I do not like how hittable he’s been 

in striking exchanges in a couple of his recent fights as Sergio Moraes and Belal Muhammad each landed 

north of 80 significant strikes (Alves was landing head strikes too prior to the stoppage in the December 

bout) which is interesting considering the style Rodriguz brings (brawling). Means should be able to win 

due to his experience and technical advantages, but this fight can be fairly competitive. I cannot bet 

Means especially at his current odds with this in consideration. This should be a fun fight for as long as it 

lasts! 

 

For DK: I like both sides of this fight. Means ($9,100) has a good finish prop per the odds which is why 

he is in play. Rodriguez ($7,100) can make the fight competitive due to his aggressiveness in the 

standup and Mean’s susceptible striking defense.  

     



Bantamweight John Dodson vs. Nathaniel Wood  

It’s hard to see Dodson struggle to get wins consistently knowing that he challenged Demetrious 

Johnson (twice) for the title at 125lbs. Dodson is still quick, has pop in his hands (knocked down Petr 

Yan), and is still a good wrestler. Dodson’s struggles at 135lbs have come when opponents pressure him. 

Even in fights where he is the cleaner, faster, and more effective striker like against Pedro Munhoz the 

fight was competitive because of Dodson’s struggles with pressure. Despite his two-fight losing skid, I 

think Dodson poses a real challenge to, “The Prospect”, Nathanial Wood. Wood is an exciting, well-

rounded fighter to watch as he is a proven finisher both on the mat and in striking exchanges. Dodson 

has never been finished in his pro MMA career, so I do not expect Wood to finish Dodson being Dodson 

is the superior wrestler, has great durability, and elusiveness. I went back to Wood’s UFC debut against 

Johnny Eduardo and I saw that Wood was really struggling prior to the finish (which I’ll get to in 2 

sentences). Wood was hurt at least once by Eduardo due to his head movement being a liability, but 

after hurting Wood, Eduardo backed off and did not pursue the finish. In the second round, Eduardo 

shot an ill-advised takedown, but did not seem to commit to it and Wood was able to get the submission 

while the two were on the mat. Since then, Wood’s looked great, but he has faced fighters where he 

was the superior wrestler and grappler which will not be the case against Dodson. Wood will likely look 

to pressure Dodson as that is his clear weakness, but I expect Dodson to be the more effective striker 

both offensively and defensively, so I will side with Dodson to pull off the upset.  

    

For DK: I will pass on Wood ($8,600) as it would be a huge surprise to me to see him have success 

wrestling and grappling against Dodson ($7,600). Also, it would be a huge surprise to see him knock 

Dodson out considering Dodson’s great durability and speed advantage. Dodson is a live underdog, 

but unless he can knock out Wood, I do not expect a big DK score from him in a winning scenario.  

 

Lightweight Jim Miller vs. Scott Holtzman   

Jim Miller has fought for several years in the UFC and is on a finish streak despite being towards the end 

of his octagon career. Miller is still a grappling threat on the mat with some power in his hands (i.e. hurt 

Guida and hurt White) which is interesting because Holtzman, too, has shown to be a threating fighter 

on the mat and show power in his hands (i.e. hurt Ma and hurt Patrick) recently. Holtzman is an 

interesting fighter as some fights he’s shown solid takedown defense and offensive wrestling (i.e. versus 

Patrick and Emmett), but in other fights (i.e. versus Lentz and McBride) he struggled significantly more 

than I expected he would. I wanted to bet Holtzman in this spot but can’t due to this defensive wrestling 

flaw that he’s shown. I do believe that Holtzman has the superior athleticism, cardio, durability, and 

power (Miller was rocked by Guida prior to the guillotine choke) which is why I believe he wins, but 

unless a finish materialize, I expect this fight to be fairly competitive with Holtzman getting the edge on 

the scorecards with his noted advantages. 

 

For DK: I like this fight. Holtzman ($8,200) has scored well in the past in win scenarios and I think will 

score well here too if he wins. I do not expect Holtzman to have a ton of success on the mat while 

Miller ($8,000) is fresh, but if Miller is gassed (like he was against Trinaldo in round 3) there is more 



potential for Holtzman to wrestle and grapple, but I think his upside lies more in the TKO/KO finish. 

Miller is an okay play. I am not expecting him to win, but may he take Holtzman down and is the more 

effective grappler (Holtzman was taken down and had his back taken by Michael McBride).  

  

Light Heavyweight Devin Clark vs. Dequan Townsend   

Dequan Townsed is getting another opponent on short notice to fight which is wrestler, Devin Clark. I 

noted in my last breakdown with Townsed (when he fought Bevon Lewis) that he can be taken down as 

evidenced by his pre-UFC footage, but Lewis was unsuccessful in doing so. Now that he is facing a 

wrestler in Clark, I think the takedowns are much more likely to materialize. Clark is a solid wrestler with 

some power in his hands, but looks uncomfortable in striking exchanges as he can be sloppy when 

closing distance, is not a technical striker, and has been hurt multiple times in the UFC (i.e. versus Spann 

(prior to the submission), Nicholson, Blachowicz (to the body), Rakic, and Stosic). Based on this, 

Townsed is live while the fight is standing as he is a lengthier fighter than Clark and a better striker, but 

certainly not a by a wide margin as Townsed has shown susceptible striking defense which has led him 

to getting rocked multiple times including against Dalcha in his UFC debut. Clark has some sneaky power 

in his hands; however, I expect Clark to be successful clinching with Townsed and landing takedowns to 

earn him the nod on the judge’s scorecards as the path of least resistance. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

For DK: I think this is a sneaky fight to target. Clark ($9,300) has a lot of potential to wrestle and 

grapple with added upside of finishing the fight. Townsed ($6,900) should be VERY low owned, but I 

think he has a better chance to win than the odds suggest (I will not bet him though) due to his 

advantage striking.  

 

Women's Bantamweight Macy Chiasson vs. Shanna Young 

Macy Chiasson is looking to bounce back after being handed her first loss in the UFC in September to 

Lina Lansberg. I must say I was perplexed by how Macy and her corner approached the fight. Macy was 

likely to have success striking at range, but instead she closed distance and wanted to control Lansberg 

in the clinch & attempted to take her down but was mostly unsuccessful. Both the Lansberg fight and 

the Moras fight showed me Macy’s wrestling is by FAR her biggest weakness as she has been taken 

down and controlled easily. Her short-notice, UFC debutant opponent, Shanna Young has a wrestling 

game, but injuries she’s sustained have hindered her effectiveness as a wrestler as evidenced by the 

footage I’ve seen in her fights. I’ve seen Young taken down, give up her back a few times (one example is 

displayed below), so while the wrestling dynamic with Young has can make things interesting, I struggle 

to see her having a ton of success with it due to the other factors. Young will be at a length disadvantage 

and I’m also concerned about her striking defense. Young does not move her head off the center line 

with her chin in the air and is willing to trade punches. I believe this benefits Chiasson as Chiasson has 

showcased power in her hands, aggression, and will have a reach advantage. I will side with Macy to 

bounce back and get a rear-naked choke submission win.  

 

 



 

 

For DK: I think Chiasson ($9,400) is in play as she can finish this fight via TKO or submission (most 

likely a rear-naked choke) due to Young giving up her back on the mat. Young ($6,800) should be very 

low owned, but I do not recommend exposure to her unless making 50+ lineups and playing in big GPP 

contests.  

 

   

Bantamweight Casey Kenney vs. Merab Dvalishvili  

“The Machine” is a pretty basic nickname, but it fits Merab Dvalishvili perfectly as he as shown in 

multiple UFC fights to push a tremendously high pace including a performance where he landed 11 

takedowns in 3 rounds against a wrestler in Frankie Saenz. Dvalishvili is a tough fighter to beat for this 

reason but has two loses in the UFC (a questionable split decision loss to Saenz and a VERY questionable 

submission loss to Simon despite dominating most of the fight). My point is Merab Dvalishvili can very 

easily be undefeated in the UFC, but I am sure the losses helped him grow stronger. Merab is a bit wild 

on the feet due to his high energy style, but he is pretty dangerous, varied, and aggressive. Casey 

Kenney is a skilled, well-rounded fighter (I max bet him against Manny Bermudez) that has two good 

wins in the UFC thus far. After looking more into Kenney’s fights, I noticed he gets noticeably tired in 

round 3 even in fights where it’s mostly striking-based. I also noticed Kenney can be taken down easily 

(i.e. Borg took him down multiple times and Bermudez took him down a couple of times) despite having 

a collegiate wrestling background. Additionally, Dvalishvili is the superior MMA wrestler based on the 



evidence I’ve seen and should have a size advantage (Kenney has fought at 125lbs before). Now, Kenney 

is a good scrambler, but I do not expect him to scramble out of Dvalishvili’s top control with his back on 

the mat as the fight progresses. Dvalishvili can also have success striking as I believe he has more power 

than Kenney, has the superior cardio, is more varied, and is more aggressive. Dvalishvili is very likely to 

outwrestle and tire out Kenney and win on the judge’s scorecards (hence the 4-unit bet).  

 

For DK: This is an obvious fight to target, but one that I think exposure is warranted. Dvalishvili 

($8,400) can score well even in a decision scenario because he can land a lot of takedowns (with 

Kenney possibly getting up after being taken down a few times). Kenney ($7,800) I do not think is 

likely to win here despite being a talented fighter, but I have to think he will put up a big score IF he 

wins against Dvalshivili.  

    

Flyweight Mark De La Rosa vs. Raulian Paiva 

Raulian Paiva was on the wrong end of a split decision in his UFC debut (I thought he beat Kai Kara 

France), but put forth a very valiant effort. In his sophomore UFC appearance, Paiva hurt Bontorin, but 

then Bontorin opened a cut above Paiva’s eye resulting in a doctor stoppage, so it’s nice to see him get 

another chance in the UFC. This should be a matchup where Paiva not only wins but wins decisively. 

Paiva will be longer than De La Rosa, the better wrestler, the superior scrambler, and the more effective 

striker. De La Rosa will have the faster hands, but Paiva’s leg kicks will likely slow down De La Rosa; thus, 

mitigating his offensive (boxing) attack. Paiva’s reach advantage, combined with the fact that he should 

control where the fight goes, and the belief that he will be the more effective striker is enough for me to 

favor him. 

 

For DK: I do not have much interest in this fight. Even though I think Paiva ($8,800) wins, I do not think 

he’s is likely to finish Mark De La Rosa ($7,400) nor have a ton of success grappling. I think there are 

better underdogs to target than De La Rosa.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AJ’s Flash Knockdown Picks: 

Lock ‘em in (cash games): 

• Merab Dvalishvili $8,400 

• Corey Anderson $8,900 

High priced fades: 

• Nathanial Wood $8,600 

• Raulian Paiva $8,800 

Low-owned live underdogs: 

• Daniel Rodriguez $7,100 

• Rogerio Bontorin $7,900 

• Dequan Townsed $6,900 

Underdogs (relative to DK pricing → below $8,100) to consider in cash games: 

• Jan Blachowicz $7,300 

• Kazula Vargas $7,000 

Low-owned tournament plays: 

• Ray Borg $8,300 

• Scott Holtzman $8,200 

• Lando Vanatta $8,100 

 


